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Saturday, 4 February 2017 - Walking near the Three Peaks

Ingleborough from Nether Lodge

Cove Hole, Nether Lodge

A 7 mile walk from the parking
area for Calf Holes etc, taking
in parts of the Ribble Way,
Dales Way and Pennine Way.

Ribble Head & Whernside from Nether Lodge

Ling Gill Bridge on Ling Gill Beck, north of Ling Gill itself. Penyghent is off to the left somewhere.
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TRIP REPORTS
the limestone as they do not have a licence to mine this
mineral.
The mineral is crushed, washed separated and floated
into 97% pure acid grade fluorspar at Cavendish mill just
down the road in Stoney Middleton. This is a key raw
material for the production of hydrofluoric acid,
fluorocarbons, fluoropolymers and aluminium fluoride.
These chemicals are used in the automotive, electronic,
construction and chemical industries as well as in the
production of aluminium and steel.
Pete Wag and lots of PDMHS members

Saturday, 26 November 2016 – PDMHS Trip
to Milldam Mine, Great Hucklow
A PDMHS arranged visit to the largest Acid grade
Fluorspar producing mine in the country.
What a turn out with about 20 people on both the 08:00
and the 10:30 trips, well organised by Paul Chandler and
informatively run by the workers at Milldam.
The entrance is well hidden from the normal tourist drive
/ walk although only 100m from the Queen Anne public
house. The embankment is supported by lots of rings
from the Carsington Dam construction back in 1989 and
the buildings give the appearance of hobbyists at work
but the approach of all the workers encountered were
very professional and the working of a two-shift system
shows the commitment of the company. Lots of fresh
steel rings were stacked near the entrance giving the
impression that reinforcing was regularly needed to keep
the roadways open but this was not evident underground
as most of the roadways were driven through solid
limestone. Two piles of mineral were ready for removal
and as soon as the lorry driver hopped from his cab into
the loading shovel I thought the limestone pile was the
Fluorspar, how wrong I was the Fluorspar was the pile of
sandy friable material at the side. The limestone was
removed from the mine when underground storage space
was limited.
After passing Laportes & Ineos ownership it is now run
by British Fluorspar and reopened in 2012 with
permission to extract Fluorspar & Barytes with Lead as a
by-product. The main Veins run East - West from Great
Hucklow through Eyam connecting to Glebe Mine shaft
over 2 km down the valley. This explains the mist that
sometimes emits from the shaft above Eyam towards
Abney. The original lead miners’ plans (circa 1885) are
still used along with modern test drilling to locate and
size the vein prior to blasting. The walk down the
incline through solid limestone with only the occasional
roof support when the road passes under the vein past
two excavated sumps with pumps keeping the existing
sub levels 1, 2 & 3 relatively dry. Plans are in hand to
drive down to sub levels 4,5 & 6 which the old miners
identified as the bottom of the vein and the start of the
Volcanics, as experienced in the High Rake mine which
saw a shaft sunk 600’ without hitting any substantial
new lead back in the 1800s (see the preserved site near
Windmill north of Milldam, PDMHS board photo
attached). The workings are driven just off the roadways
and can vary from 3m wide to 12 m wide and these are
removed in approx 20m high stopes being drilled and
blasted from below and then cleared by large Ebco type
trucks onto 18 ton low loaders that take about 10mins to
reach the surface. The stopes are then back-filled with

Saturday, 14 January - Vesper Pot
I had managed to convince Pete against the wisdom of
doing this trip (have you read the description?!) on a
previous occasion in poor weather. I couldn’t think of
an excuse this time, but was figuring maybe we wouldn’t
be able to get into Kingsdale at all due to snow and ice
on the roads. Unfortunately Gareth had snow chains and
I had snow socks, so we were soon parked up and ready
to go.
After a steep climb up from the farm (lovely views, with
a frosting of snow and ice), we found the entrance no
problem at all (bugger, typical). Said entrance lived up
to all my expectations, small, grotty, missing its lid and
looking like it hadn’t been used in quite a while. A short
drop led into a route off, but I realised I’d have to
actually get in it to see the way on. Nobody else seemed
too thrilled to go first, so I dropped my legs in, sat down
and had a look. ‘You know, actually it doesn’t look that
tight’ I thought, and wriggled a bit further in. Gareth
then mentioned he’d read somewhere that you needed to
go head first, but I was already in and had no intention of
getting stuck upside down, so after pulling my tackle bag
and SRT bag down after me, continued.
After only a couple more feet I could actually stand up,
though could see in front of me the constricted, floor
level, ‘round the bend’ squeeze in front. Snug, but not
ridiculously so, I dropped into a hands and knees crawl,
where I could turn round and pull out all the tackle bags.
The crawl continued for about 50m, where the passage
enlarged. Here we decided to kit up as the 1st pitch
wasn’t far off.
The classic Yorkshire streamway to the 1st pitch was
just that, only half the width. With SRT kit on and
manhandling a full tackle bag, getting jammed was the
order of the day. At one point we had to climb up and
traverse at roof level, with some unexpectedly good
formations. After dropping back down, we got to the 1st
pitch. It was supposed to have a backup bolt then Y
hang, but I could only find the backup and a single bolt.
Having no choice, that’s what we used. The description
says to maybe use a ladder, and that is exactly what I
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would use in hindsight, due to the pitch being tight
(think Nettle at its tightest), and the take-off a way out
from the passage floor. Only being about 7m, we soon
all got to the bottom and continued along more nice, but
tight, stream passage.
The next pitch set appeared soon, consisting of faffy,
bitty rigging from a number of bolts, onto a 5m traverse
out to a Y hang over a large rift pot. This was looking
more promising, but I couldn’t reach the Y hang at the
end of the traverse from the last bolt, so had to wedge
myself in and shuffle along. Frustratingly, the traverse
was a little too wide to comfortably wedge in, and I
could feel myself on the verge of slipping (much
grunting and huffing), when Gareth mentioned I could
put a loop of rope in one of the bolts to stand in. Quick
as you like, I whipped out a sling, clipped it onto one of
the Y hang bolts and stood up. The relief! Now it was a
simple case of finishing the rig, descend to a likely
natural deviation flake, then abseil to the bottom. Nice
pitch, and now more like the Yorkshire caves I know.
The final pitch was just round the corner, all I had to do
was find the backup bolt. I knew exactly where it should
be, it was obvious – except it wasn’t. Gareth eventually
found it, cunningly sunk in a recess, instead of the
obvious nose of rock. After rigging it and abbing
backwards over the black abyss to reach the Y hang on
the opposite wall (the rigging guide is a lie, the bolts
aren’t neatly in a row!), I was soon descending a
stonking pitch with a single bolt rebelay and down to the
floor of an impressive steep boulder slope that is also the
bottom of Spectacle Pot.
Chill soon started to bite, so after Gareth offered to
derig, I headed on out first, to wait at the top of the
bottom pitch for the tackle bag. When Pete appeared, he
said I might as well continue up the next pitch where he
would hand off the bag and take the next bag from
Gareth.
After collecting the now heavy and wet bag, I started
out, saying I would wait at the 1st pitch. I hadn’t
realised how much we had been dropping in the
streamway, what had been awkward on the way in now
became a right royal pain in the arse. The tackle bag got
a liberal amount of stern talking to (all unprintable), until
eventually I found the rope hanging from the first pitch.
I waited for the others to catch up, then set off. I ropewalked the tight bit, and realised I mustn’t go too high or
I’d never get off the pitch head (no way of undoing my
chest jammer in the constriction). With this in mind, I
lifted my foot to remove my foot jammer, but couldn’t
quite reach it, so lifted it a bit more, then realised I
couldn’t get enough slack on the rope to remove it. The
first thing that went through my mind was Dave Phillips
leaving his welly and foot jammer on the rope in Yordas,
but not wanting to also be the butt of jokes, I carefully
undid the jammer from my welly, then the rope.

The rest was relatively straight forward, back down the
crawl then a joint effort in the entrance squeeze to pass
bags, and eventually out into a cold but clear dusk.
It’s a shame so much rope is required, because
unencumbered this would make for a cracking fairly
easy trip!
TUG: 5hrs – Keith Slatcher, Gareth Harrison & Pete
Wagstaff
Keith Slatcher

Saturday, 14 January - Vesper Pot
Winter time in Ingleton with snow on the side roads and
Bernies now closed for winter holidays. So met up at
Inglesport and decided it was a good day for Vespers,
even with a few inches of snow on the ground. Fun
getting up Kingsdale, only possible with chains on
Gareth’s car and rubber boots over Keith’s Jag tyres,
they did look cheap and one use only but they did the job
pretty good and where easier to fit than chains.
Only one other car in Kingsdale so we had the cave to
ourselves, straight through Braida Garth Farm (after
asking permission) and followed the stone wall running
parallel with the valley until you meet a dry valley
running into a narrow ravine only 3m deep where you
find the entrance to Vespers. The awkward entrance
requires some negotiating with tackle bags and although
only short is challenging. Soon through this and onto the
pitches which all look straight forward from the rigging
topo. This was the first time I had seen Keith struggling
to rig and it was only when we came to ascend the pitch
we understood why he had taken his time to rig an extra
sling / loop on the final eco hanger. The pitches
themselves were good and we soon touched the rubble
slope at the bottom. Although this is not the bottom
there was a further tight squeeze to a pitch of 15m which
we did not have rope for. Always mean to carry a spare
20m rope just in case but seldom do. So started up with
Gareth derigging and out to a cold winter landscape.
Only managed to get out of the valley with help of
chains and persistence.
TUG: 5 hours – Keith Slatcher, Gareth Harrison & Pete
Wagstaff.
Pete Wagstaff

Sunday, 15 January – Bull Pot, Kingsdale
With an overnight thaw and rain forecast we decided to
see how exciting Bull Pot in Kingsdale was. The second
and third pitch was fun keeping out the water but the
fourth pitch was a full cascade after the second rebelay,
so we aborted and returned to surface totally washed off.
It was the first time I had seen water flowing into the
surface hole from the upper valley, so glad we did not
hang about.
Out before midday! – Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher &
Gareth Harrison.
Pete Wagstaff
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hands. By this time my lower arms and legs were aching
badly.
I landed by the big boulder and moved to the edge of the
Event Horizon and abseiled over the edge. Having
clipped my short cowstail to one karabiner and the long
one to the other (the bolts were too full of other
metalwork to do anything else), I descended until my
weight hung on my short cowstail, pulled the rope
through and removed my descender, putting it on the
lower rope. I moved my long cowstail into the Y of the
rope. My original plan had been to put my jammer onto
the upper rope where it went up to the bolt, but it turned
out this didn’t give me sufficient height to unclip my
short cowstail. Now what! Reluctantly, I clipped into
both sides of the loop that went to the karabiner where
my cowstail was. Having removed my short cowstail I
sat back down to find that the jammer was loaded, but
only just. I decided that I might just be able to undo the
karabiner that attached it to my harness – lord knows
why! – but as luck would have it, the karabiner had
turned sideways, so when I turned it to its proper
position, it gave me just enough slack to be able to
remove the jammer. YAY!!!
I shouted ‘rope free’ and off I went again. By this time
my back was killing me and my legs were also aching,
plus I wasn’t sure I could hold onto the rope all that
much longer, so I lay back in my harness to release some
of the tension in my back and legs and then set off again
with a bit more speed. This rope wasn’t as slippery as
the upper one, so there was more control. I landed at the
bottom, promptly nearly fell over, released my bobbin
and yelling ‘rope free’ again before clambering up the
slope to sit by Keith, remove my gloves and have a wellearned Snickers Bar. That was the vertical big over and
done with!!
Titan to JH
Gareth landed soon after me and within another couple
of minutes Paul arrived as well. We had previously
agreed to split into two groups, so Keith, myself and
Gareth started down through the boulder piles. There
were one or two awkward spots, but only one that was a
bit snug. I don’t think I’d have made it up that bit, I
found it awkward to get up last time back in 2008 when I
was considerably thinner and fitter! We emerged
quickly into a small chamber, but there was more
boulder choke below until we dropped down a bank.
Left and below was a short, easy climb down and we
emerged into a dry streamway.
Turning left and following this we took a climb-up into a
side passage on to the right – Keith said that the
continuing main passage went to the Far Sump
Extensions where he had been with Pete Wag and Paul
Thorne back in November.
Our way on soon became a crawl, awkward in places but
not bad and we continued until we were briefly back on
our feet at a T junction. Right goes to Salmon’s Cavern,
but our way on was to the left and the first of the low

Sunday, 15 January – Bull Pot, Kingsdale
The weather forecast predicting a rather damp night
seemed accurate during the drive to Inglesport (Bernie's
being shut). We decided to go with the planned trip
down Bull Pot. Entering Kingsdale saw the beck full to
its banks and all the snow of yesterday gone. After a
quick descent of the surface pitch, the stream was in full
flow for the second pitch. As Keith rigged the third pitch
with 2 deviations, looking from the top it was unclear
where he could land in the foaming white mass below,
and it was unsurprising to see him give a clear hand
signal to the effect of 'not today lads'. A quick de-rig
saw us out before lunchtime.
TUG: 1.5hrs – Keith Slatcher, Gareth Harrison & Pete
Wagstaff.
Gareth Harrison

Saturday, 28 January – Titan/Peak
The story begins from Karen’s perspective:
We part changed in the Chapel, the TSG hut, and Keith
and I walked up and collected kit from my car and piled
into Gareth’s car with Andy plus the ropes, to drive up to
Rowter Farm. Keith went and paid our trespass fees, we
finished changing, adding oversuits and SRT kid, and
walked across the field past JH, over the stile into the
next field, just as Pete, Paul and Alan arrived, having
walked up from Castleton. Walked up the field to the
brow and straight to the lid, approximately fifty feet
from the wall.
Titan
Keith rigged and I followed with the third bag, which
was a bit stupid. We agreed that the rope was pretty
quick – my lower arms were already achy – and that we
would be using our Raumer Handy’s for the lower
pitches.
Gareth arrived bringing the second bag, which Keith
took and we followed him to the ‘window’ overlooking
Titan. He used the in-situ traverse line, which looked to
be in good condition, and started rigging. Once he’d set
off, I clipped on and manoeuvred so that I could watch
his descent. I was surprised that this time I was able to
get my long cowstail into the loop of rope and stood on
the edge looking straight down. Somehow it didn’t seem
as big as last time, or maybe I just wasn’t as freaked out.
I remember last time, getting onto the rope from sitting
position with my legs either side of a small stal and then
gently sliding off into the abyss. This time it seemed
easy. That big pitch really is awesome and I was able to
have a good look around at the walls and the very steep
ramp on the far side of the shaft. As I got lower, it
became obvious just how steep this really is. I never did
remember to check out where the water was coming
from just above the Event Horizon. The rope was new
and getting increasingly speedy as I descended and I was
immensely glad that I had neoprene gloves on so I could
grip the rope without worrying about getting burnt
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wet bits. This was actually fine as we could all get
through without having to go flat out and there was
plenty of air space. After some more crawling we did a
90° right turn and on the next bend, which was 90° left,
was a short drop leading into a very uninviting pool. We
had been warned by Ann Soulsby that this pool had very
little air space the previous weekend, but with last
night’s rain, it was now a sump. So Keith’s wellies and
one of Gareth’s came off and we started bailing. Gareth
and I soon changed places (and wellies) as it was hard
work clambering up and down between Keith bailing
and the other person pouring work back along the upper
passage. Only trouble was my welly had holes in it!!
After about ten minutes, Keith pronounced the water
down about two inches and decided to go for it. He went
through head first on his back and said it was fine.
Gareth decided to tackle it feet first and watching all the
water splashing about as he wriggled through, I decided
to do the same as Keith! Head first, once your head
cleared the small hole with about two-three inches of air
space, the worst of the waves stopped. We were
through! After a short grovel, we reached the final low
section into the bottom of JH and this is still pretty
smelly. I didn’t notice any red worms, but I’m reliably
informed they’ve all gone, presumably hatched.
JH & Speedwell
I asked what the time was and was told it was 12:40pm,
so we’d been underground for about two hours. We
hung around for about ten minutes until we were
beginning to feel the chill, wet as we were in places.
After leaving OCC spelled out in stones on the floor of
the chamber, we decided to get moving again and
clambered to the top of the chamber and down through
the lid and the ladders below, to emerge in the Speedwell
Streamway.
This bit I know well and sploshing along streamways is
my thing. I pointed out the stemple holes above water
level to Gareth and explained that the miners had
boarded over the stream so that they didn’t get wet –
sensible miners!! Water levels seemed quite high and
the water was cloudy, so it seemed likely that the water
that goes through there is coming quickly through from
above somewhere. It also meant it was difficult to see
where we were walking.
We crossed over The
Whirlpool – thanks Alan Brentnall of CCPC/ TSG for
the lovely solid scaffolding to walk across!! – and
dropped into waist deep water in the main Speedwell
Mine passage.
After a short way we could hear water thundering up
ahead and my heart sank as we went past the entrance to
Pit Props and the water came up to my armpits as it did
when I went into the Speedwell system with Paul
(Lydon) and Richard Shaw a few months ago. It was
deep, which meant the Bung was going to be extremely
wet.
There was over an inch depth of water going over the lip
and pouring down the ladder. Keith barely hesitated

though and climbed onto the ladder and disappeared in
the downpour, so I followed, head down, water going
everywhere, up my sleeves, down my suit, filling my
wellies, a couple of rungs later I could lean back and get
out of the worst of it and soon stepped off the bottom.
Once Gareth landed, we started down the Bung Hole
streamway. We hadn’t gone too far when we came to a
passage on the left that we thought was the bypass. The
passage didn’t really seem wide enough to me and then
it turned slightly left, which I didn’t remember and then
right, so I thought we were OK. Not far from there the
passage lowered and I ended up in a narrow rift with
larger passage above and I could see a stream inlet on
the left in the distance. I grovelled a short way along the
top, but Keith said we were wrong, so I turned round
(eventually) and we retraced our crawling back to the
streamway. I now know we were in the Long Bypass,
rather than the Short Bypass, which was what we were
looking for.
As we approached the streamway we could hear voices –
the others had caught us up. So we were a group of
seven again. Back in the streamway we didn’t have too
much further to go before we came to the bottom of the
ladder up into Egnaro Aven. Andy now picks up the
story:
Colostomy Crawl – OMG!
After a pleasant but rather speedy abseil in places, a
boulder choke, a bit of crawling, sucking the bubbles off
the roof of a duck and wading above my ozone layer we
arrived at the highlight of the trip, Colostomy Crawl.
From the streamway we started the climb up the iron
ladder, the ladder turned into a few ladders which took a
while to scale, and then off the top rung to assume the
position we would be in for a good half an hour plus!
I was with Pete and went in first, the passage was a
keyhole shape where the water had cut a channel through
the mud giving just enough room for one knee whilst the
other leg was ‘cocked’ like a peeing dog. With the walls
being made of mud I found that I could skid my back
against one of them quite easily if I splashed it ahead
with water; this went on for some time! There was an
occasional section where two knees could be used to
crawl ‘normally’ usually on corners where the passage
was slightly wider.
Each time I stopped to pull my wedged bag forward on
its tether I could hear the distant drumming of voices
ahead, it was the rest of the group who they sounded like
they were having as much fun as we were! After quite a
bit more of the same we heard a cascade of water, a
glimmer of hope kicked in that it was the end but it
turned out to be our bow-wave pushing a pool over a
short drop.
As I crawled over this cascade there was some relief as I
managed to stand on two feet almost upright, however
with water came the glutinous mud, as if crawling
sideways dragging a bag wasn’t enough the mud added
that special something to make the experience complete!
7

To my astonishment, Pete suddenly announced that
something nearly got sucked off, I spun round to witness
this revelation thinking it was some sort of moraleboosting service but it turned out to be a welly innuendo!
Following a flat out crawl the passage was a bit wider
allowing for ‘normal’ crawling, despite my coal board
kneepads my knees were longing for the end of the
passage however when each corner was reached it
presented another straight section of passage, this
repeated a disappointingly number of times.
There were a couple of passages off to the right, one
with a ladder going up, but the draft was now feeling
stronger showing me the way to the left until following a
section of conveyor belt we saw the top of the exit
ladder. Down we went and stood up! Karen now
completes the tale:
Treasury to surface
In no time, it seemed, we arrived at the Mucky Ducks
and once through them it wasn’t far to where Buxton
Water comes in and we could get cleaned up. Someone
said it was 3:00pm. Kit was taken off and dropped into
the clean running water – interestingly it was crystal
clear compared to the cloudy water in the Speedwell
streamway, plus water levels were low – and we
scrubbed each other’s backs to get rid of the mud,
kneeling in a circle in the water.
Once clean we continued along the mucky passage that
was once part of the show cave – I came very close to
face-planting twice! – and back into the show cave
proper. From there it wasn’t too far back to daylight quite welcome after around five hours - and a group
being shown the finer points of rope-making. We signed
ourselves out of the cave, checked the code for the hut,
and walked back through the village to the Chapel.
TUG: 5 hours – Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Gareth
Harrison, Paul Thorne, Alan Hatton, Andy Cavill &
Pete Wagstaff.
Karen Slatcher & Andy Cavill

and locked. I headed back to get a guide with the key
and the others waited spotting pond life in the water.
Once granted entry we made our way uneventfully
through the rest of the show cave, through the mucky
ducks with the usual squeaks of chilly surprise and along
the upper gallery to surprise view. Abbie and Cooper
coped really well with the ladder, and we set off down
the main streamway in pretty low water. A quick look at
the Buxton water sump and we set off for Far Sump,
pausing to point out the entrances for Lake Passage and
Squaw’s Junction.
Abbie and Cooper took the lead for the walk upstream
and I followed close behind. We had to wait for a while
at boulder hall as we’d had no contact from the others
for a while. It turned out they’d been enticed by the
various ropes hanging at picnic dig and had been
exploring upwards, finding the rescue dump on the way.
We had a quick rest at Far Sump, and then turned back.
At the upstream entrance to Lake Passage, Pete and Paul
climbed the muddy steep slope to get into the passage,
Doug and Cooper followed. Abbie gave it a go but
could not get a purchase on the mud so we walked down
to the downstream Lake Passage entrance and waited for
everyone else to return. After everyone was back
together we climbed the waterfall at Squaw’s Junction,
like most people I’ve seen doing this for the first time
Abbie was surprised how easy it was to climb in the
waterfall. We then set off down the passage with the
water jet tubes to Wigwam Aven and the Galena circuit.
The sight of the climb at Wigwam Aven initially caused
Abbie some concern, but she was soon up it and enjoyed
the muddy knee trenched crawl afterwards up until the
squeeze at the end. Pete opted to use the slippery climb
down into Galena Chamber but I thought that Abbie and
Cooper would do better squeezing down the trench.
Cooper started into the trench too early and got stuck,
but was easily pulled back out. I decided that I might
just still fit down the trench so demonstrated to Abbie
how to do it, pleased with how much room there actually
was, and stayed below to watch her down. The rest of
the team followed easily behind.
We headed back out via Treasury Chamber, and a quick
climb down to Treasury Sump which was lower than
I’ve seen it before. For completeness we also climbed
up to the rescue dump to take a look at it, might as well
get to see the whole set in one trip. ;-)
After the usual scrub down in Buxton Water sump we
headed back out, unfortunately Abbie slipped and remuddied herself at the base of the stairs. No tourist
group to bemuse in the show cave this time, but Pete,
Doug and Paul did entertain the public in Castleton by
washing their wellies in the stream by the bridge.
Those present: Chris Jackson, Abbie Brocklesby, Doug
Hobbs, Cooper Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff and Paul Thorne.
Chris Jackson

Sunday, 29th January 2017 - Peak Cavern
I was keen to do the tour of the main streamway in Peak
Cavern and Galena Circuit again mainly because I find it
a very enjoyable trip but also as a decent size
introduction to caving in Derbyshire for Abbie, who was
spoiled by the big caves in Slovenia last year. Doug
thought it’d make a good trip for Cooper too, and so the
plan was hatched. We were joined by Pete and Paul
who’d done some impressively gymnastic trip in the far
reaches of Peak Cavern the day before and so were keen
for a more relaxing trip.
After some faffing at the TSG we eventually set off for
the cave slightly late, but as it turned out the staff at the
cave hadn’t opened up yet, so not late after all. We
headed off through the unlit show cave and found our
first obstacle, the gate after Lumbago walk was closed
8

route, checking out all the side turns and passages we’d
not been into before, we decided we’d had enough and
headed back to the bottom of the entrance pitch and
made our way out. Surprisingly it was only drizzling
when we emerged, which was a pleasant change.
TUG: 1½ hours – Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 18 March – Lancaster Hole
Given that the weather was so appallingly wet, it was
just as well that we had a permit for the Easegill system
for the weekend.
Pete Wag, Keith and Phil Wall intended to head into
Lancaster Hole with the intention of taking the high level
route – the streamway probably being far too dangerous
to attempt – and exiting Top Sink or, failing that,
Wretched Rabbit. Paul and I were still changing when
they left Bull Pot Farm and we abseiled down the
entrance pitches to find them wandering about looking
for the way to the Colonnades. As Paul and I had been
in there a couple of times recently, we were able to point
out the climb up from Bridge Hall and Keith and Phil
joined us in exploring the Colonnades and the passage
beyond before they left us for their through-trip.
Paul and I planned to take a look at the Graveyard series
and with the aid of a laminated piece of map and some
directions, we thought we’d spotted our route at the
lowest point of the chamber. Heading in feet first, I
wriggled down into a tiny chamber and Paul lowered the
bag to me and I continued. The roof lowered, jagged
and awkward to manoeuvre underneath, but it wasn’t
until I got to the bottom of the slope and peered around
to look at the way on to the right that I realised a) it was
most likely a dig or b) if it ever had been the way into
the Graveyard series, it had ‘filled up’!! So we squirmed
our way back out again and went exploring again.
Half way back up the slope was an obvious rift passage
on the right (left on the way in, which was what we were
looking for). Our description however, said “On the left
down the boulder slope in Bridge Hall is the concealed
entrance to a crawl”. Unless you’re blind, this passage is
most definitely not concealed!!! Paul started following
it and, as it was mostly straight forward crawling, I
followed. At an awkward section about 20m along, I
looked up to see a pair of wellies, or more specifically
the bottoms of said pair of wellies. Paul had stopped. It
turned out that the “blind 6m pot in the floor” was just
ahead and it looked gnarly. After some time Paul
reversed out of the way and I had a look at it. You have
to go flat out to reach the hole because of a lump in the
floor and you approach it downhill with all your weight
on your arms. Although there’s a ledge along the left
hand side about 30cm wide, it’s not really wide enough
to feel safe on. I managed to bring one foot through and
put it on a shelf lower down and having done that, I felt
safe enough to push myself along the shelf and onto the
continuing passage. From there it was only a few metres
of easy crawling to the back-up bolt for the short pitch
ahead. Having had a quick look at that, I re-traced my
steps and returning over the hole and up the far side was
much easier and didn’t feel anywhere near as dodgy.
However, we decided not to continue and crawled back
into Bridge Chamber and dropped down Kath’s Way
following the route to Fall Pot, the way the others had
gone. Having explored a reasonable way along this

Saturday, 18 March – Lancaster Hole to
Wretched Rabbit
Armed with one of the new route descriptions produced
for Euro Speleo 2016, Pete Wag, Keith and myself set
off for Lancaster hole. Karen and Paul joined us for the
entrance pitch. They were planning to have a look
around and return via the entrance pitch. We also
devised a cunning plan, at great length, to identify who
had exited first so the rope wasn't pulled up leaving one
group stranded. We left our SRT geat at the bottom of
the pitch to pull up with the rope or use if we had to
return because of high water. There had been a lot of
rain in the week leading up to the trip and the rivers were
high.
Our route finding started well as far as Bridge Hall,
about 40m from the entrance, when we called in help
from Karen and Paul to find the route to the Colonnades.
I think I should spend a bit of time reading the
description before I go underground next time. The
Colonnades are well worth the short diversion. I'd not
seen them before. I should have brought a camera.
We left Paul and Karen at this point and continued our
way to Fall Pot. The description for the route is very
good. We were in no hurry so took our time to have a
look around. The water hadn't risen up through the
boulders at Fall Pot but we could hear the water in the
main drain. We continued on to Stake Pot. It was easy
going along the next section of large passage with some
great formations especially the Painter's Palette.
However, after a short break for a snack in Oakes
Cavern, we became a little disorientated and reversing
our route we ended up back at the Scylla and Charybdis
holes. Very confusing. After some discussion we
returned to Oakes Cavern and found our way on with no
difficulty.
We took the dry route from Stop Pot because of the high
water and made our way out of Wretched Rabbit. All
the fixed ropes were in place for the climbs so it was all
straight forward. As we got near the exit it was possible
to hear the roar of the water flowing down the stream
just outside the entrance.
A great trip, even if I can't read what is a very clear
description. Back at Lancaster Hole entrance, our
cunning signalling plan had worked, and we knew that
Karen and Paul were safely out. We de-rigged and
returned to the cars to change.
TUG: 5 hours – Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher & Phil
Wall.
Phil Wall
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FROM THE LOG BOOK
Down the lower bung streamway we found the bypass
(2nd attempt) and then excited at Egnaro Aven (Doug
worked out this is Orange spelled backwards).
Then the strenuous joys of Colostomy Crawl etc, in
which we still barely warmed up.
The water level in the Mucky Ducks and Buxton Water
inlet were low!
Good trip, but rather chilly!
Paul Thorne, Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher, Karen
Slatcher, Alan Hatton, Gareth Harrison & Andy Cavill
Paul Thorne

NETTLE POT
Friday, 30 December 2016
Down Crumble and Beeza, good explore of all the deep
stuff. Some is tight, some spacious. Connection to
Elizabeth not found – must be elsewhere!
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Thorne & Andy Cavill.
Pete Wagstaff

WATER ICICLE GAS MEASURING
Saturday, 31 December 2017
O2
CO2
Half way down shaft
18.9
2.13
Top of shaft base chamber
18.9
2.17
Bottom of shaft
18.7
2.43
Bottom of ladder (NW Passage)
19.1
1.95
Top of ladder (NW Passage)
19.1
1.93
Half way along NE Passage
18.6
2.33
Stacked deads near end NE Passage 18.5
2.39
Batty Farber in S Passage
18.7
2.31
Great Rift in S Passage
18.5
2.25
Donkey Kong VBP Passage
18.4
2.31
Base of entrance shaft
18.7
2.19
Surface (before and after)
20.9
0.04
Surface conditions: Approx 8˚, windy, stable weather.
Paul Thorne & Pete Wagstaff

OXLOW CAVERN
Saturday, 25 February 2017
Quick trip to West Chamber and back to wet and windy
day.
Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher & Keith Slatcher.
Paul Lydon

SUSS (SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY
SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY)
ANNUAL DINNER WEEKEND
31 IN ATTENDANCE
Friday-Sunday, 17-19 March 2017
Excellent weekend filling the hut to (and over!) capacity.
Very grateful for the removable wall, made the club
AGM a lot more comfortable.
Trips included: Jug Holes, Robin’s Shaft, Water Icicle
and Devonshire Mine.
Alderly Edge Mine visited on Sunday en masse.
Weather was quite grim, especially when we locked
ourselves out!
Held the club dinner at the Charles Cotton in Hartington
– general consensus was that the food was too expensive
and in too low quantities, no recommended.
Thanks to the Orpheus for having us for the weekend –
nice to visit South Derbyshire for once.
Jack Dewison

TITAN TO PEAK CAVERN
Saturday, 28 January 2017
Rigged Titan with Newcastle University ropes, who
were to follow on later in the day.
All 7 of us descended with no problems, last pitch was
surprisingly dry. Cold and drizzly up on surface. The
route through to JH now has proper ducks on it as the
puddles don’t drain properly. Had to go through on our
backs.
Didn’t wait long in JH as we were quite cold due to the
immersion in the duck. The water in the streamway
down to the Bunghole was surprisingly high, the long
ladder being invisible in a deluge of water – so we got
even wetter and colder.
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A BLAST FROM THE PAST
3 September 1950 - Jug Holes

3 September 1950 - Jug Holes

The party left Derby on the 7:30am train to further explore the
Jug Holes and then made a test drop down the Hut Shaft. Stan
Gee was informed that it led into a natural cave system.
We took the field path to the cave in pouring rain and arrived
to seek shelter in the old machine hut. Jim and the Rev arrived
soon afterwards and after introductions the first party were
ready to go down.
At the foot of the hill the boys were busy laddering the shaft
and were all in great eagerness to get down.
I was granted the right of first drop, 5 other enthusiasts
drawing lots for the order to follow.
I secured my life line and swung over the edge. I gave whistle
signals as I climbed slowly checking the sides of the shaft as I
went. It all seemed pretty good. After 60 feet the stone built
sides gave way to natural shaft, the sides being smoothed with
calcite sheet and, climbing on, the life-line suddenly tightened.
A loud haloo from above enquired if I was down and, if not,
how far was it. I looked below to see at least a further 40 feet
and said so.
The life-line I was told had run out and I would have to hang
on while it was lengthened with a further rope. I swung on the
ladder for several minutes before being given the right away
and continued my climb. I stood on the bottom on a pile of
loose rocks, girders and tram rails from the nearby mine and at
first could not see a way on. Then I spotted a low gash and,
sitting down, wriggled under the edge of the shaft side into a
low natural passage.
I loosed my life-line and gave the OK for the next man. Stan
joined me followed by Steve and George. Uphill to the left a
low passage went on for some yards until it became too tight
for further progress. Downhill a slope of debris fell away in
another shaft. We carefully skirted this and stood at the
bottom of the slope in a fairly large cavern.
Evidence of mining activity showed in the ‘deads’ at the face
and in several spa levels on the right, while on the left a
natural tunnel led downhill.
Steve climbed down to a ledge in the second shaft but returned
when his flare showed it to be at least 60 feet deep.
We explored the levels and some of the boys followed the
natural tunnel for some distance to where a stream ran down.
Its course was followed for some distance until a steep climb
turned them back.
Jim made the first climb out and took over the belay job.
After a clean-up I relieved him and brought the rest of the
team out. George, of Stockport, and Jock, both on their first
ladder job, tried a trial ‘drop’ some distance down the shaft,
but did not go to the bottom.
Johnny [Plowes]

At the head of the shaft there was a ‘Whose going first?’
argument. I gave way to fifth place, the Rev was nowhere in
the running. I was building up a terrific headache and
beginning not to care much anyway.
Johnny went down first, reported a blank, then changed his
mind. I could understand his reticence as the first man when I
came to the bottom in my turn.
There is a small slit; you go in on your back with your nose
jammed to the roof before the scree slope gives crawling
room. On the natural passage I went a short way and let the
6 inches of mud and water stop me. I climbed a fissure and
found some curtaining which sounded and looked as good as
the best in Nettle Pot and that is saying something.
I had had enough with my bad head so was the first out. The
shaft must be in the region of a hundred feet and even half
way up the hole is only a tiny glaring patch of daylight and
you can’t tell if heads are peering over or not.
Rope ladder work has to be experienced not described. The
laddie at the top had been on the belay for most of the time so
I took him off. I got myself anchored and lent my back to the
task. One or two still went down but pulling out the Rev was
the job, it nearly broke my back. It took quite a while and his
overalls were ripped by the rung on the way, but he finally
made it. It was drizzling and I pulled up one or two more than
asked for a relief. ‘Good old skipper’, he took the job on
himself.
That shaft is very interesting and the lower one is a definite a
challenge to the Club’s resourcefulness and urge to penetrate
further.
A BSA member asked us if he could go down so we sent him
down towards the end. He was the last man to come up and
asked for my address as he would like to get in touch with us
again. His name, Tom Greenbank, will be found again in this
log as events will prove.
Several of the boys got a lift to Derby in Tom’s car and the
rest of us were given a lift to Matlock Station by the Rev
where he bade us adieu with profuse thanks for an excellent
weekend and a donation of 10/- to our funds.
Altogether an excellent day’s caving.
Jim Sykes
Johnny [Plowes], Jim Sykes, George Barks, Steve,
Jock Stewart, Bill Barks, Peter Murren and, as guest, the
Rev Cecil H D Cullingford (Headmaster of Monmouth
School) and a caver from that area who was visiting the Peak
at the time.
Northern Group: Stan Gee, Mike, Don, George & ‘Frog’

I would love to know where this shaft is – “At the foot of the hill” - as it sounds as though it breaks into natural and would be an
interesting re-discovery – more to follow next time... Editor
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LIBRARY ADDITIONS TO MARCH 2017
Books, Leaflets & DVDs
Originator/Author

Title

Ford T.D. & Jones,
A.J

The geological setting of mineral
deposits at Brassington and
Carsington, Derbyshire.
The Mines of Mendip (Rev. Edn.)
"A Traverse le Karst" (Les
Traversées Speleologique
Francaises)
Treatment of Disused Leadmine
Shafts: A Guide to Good Practice

Gough, J.W.
Darne, F &
Tordeman, P
Derbyshire County
Council et al.

ISBN etc.
No.
ISSN 13662511

Date
2007

Publ.
PDMHS

1967
2002

2-91516600-5

2007

Derbyshire
County
Council et
al.

Acc.
No.
1092

Cat/Ref.1

1094
1095

T1
V7.13

1096

T3

Cat/Ref.2

E3

F3

Periodicals
Originator

Vol.

No.

Date

Brit. Cave Res. Assn.

Title
Trans. (Cave & Karst
Science)

43

3

Chelsea Spel. Soc.

Newsletter

58

10/11/12

Derbyshire Caving Assn.

Information Circular
Newslr. (The Derbyshire
Caver)

2017/1

2016 Dec
2016
Oct/Nov/Dec
Oct.2016 - Jan.
2017

143
254
75

2016/17 Winter
2017 Feb/Mar
Dec. 2016

Descent
Speleogica Societa Italiana

Speleologia

ISSN
1356191X

0394-9761

Orpheus Publications
Originator
Orpheus Caving Club
Orpheus Caving Club
Orpheus Caving Club
Orpheus Caving Club
Orpheus Caving Club

Title
Bulletin

Vol.

Newsletter

49
50

No.
121
122
123
1-12
1-12

Date
2017 Jan
2017 Feb.
2017 March
2014
2015

DCA TO OCTOBER 2016 TO JANUARY 2017
giving full details of the new route, parking arrangements, etc.
is now on the DCA website.

Conservation & Access
Holme Bank Chert Mine

Eyam Dale House Cave

All back entrances, including the oil drum emergency exit
have now been capped off and landscaped, with the approval
of Chatsworth Estate, so avoiding the continual problems of
local children getting into the mine. The bulk of this work
was done by Pete Mellors, assisted by Pete Knight, Andy
McHugh, Roy Rogers, Duncan Scurfield and Kevin West. A
new route to the entrance now in use (No. 2 Entrance), has
been agreed now that access by the former entrance (No 1
entrance), has been withdrawn by the owner of Holme Hall.
Access is, as before, by permission of Mr Oldfield and map

The new route to Eyam Dale House Cave has been sorted thanks to Pete Knight and his helpers - and access is now
possible again. Please check the details on the website for the
exact route and procedure. Just at present there is no lock on
the cave gate following problems with the combination lock
originally installed, so the cave may now have a new
combination lock (check the website for the code) or it may be
accessible using the ‘Derbyshire Key’ spanner system.
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Parking in Matlock Bath

•
•

The situation re. parking in Matlock Bath for cavers visiting
Devonshire Cavern or Wapping Mine is now clarified - thanks
to Nigel Atkins for the information. The space at the side of
New Bath Road (opposite the New Bath Hotel swimming
pool), is owned by the New Bath Hotel but the manager has no
objection to cavers parking there during the day (the cones
were placed in October last year to stop people parking for the
evening for the Matlock Illuminations). Just make sure that
you don't block anyone off when you park and everything
should be fine.

•

As Mark says above, this is a guess, so please be cautious.

Derbyshire Caver No 143

Proposal to Close Derby Lane to all motorized
vehicles

The latest issue of the Derbyshire Caver is now published many thanks to Editor Mike Higgins - and will be with you
next week. Mike would love to hear from you with your
news, views, photographs, etc. You can email him on
newsletter@thedca.org.uk or mike.higgins2@btinternet.com.

The PDNPA will go ahead with the proposed Traffic
Restriction Order at Derby Lane but caver traffic will be
exempt. Exactly how this exemption will work in practice has
still to be sorted out in discussions between the Authority and
DCA. It is hoped we can avoid the bureaucratic nightmare of
individual applications in advance in writing!

Or you can send him your contributions by snail-mail: 56
Robin Hood Crescent, Edenthorpe, Doncaster, DN3 2JJ.

Cave Archaeology

Equipment & Safety

A new collaboration between the National Trust and the
University of Nottingham Archaeology Department is
examining the archaeology of Dovedale from the Ice Age
onwards. Sparked by the discovery of a coin hoard in
Reynard’s Kitchen Cave in 2013, we have been investigating
what is known from the caves in the area before forming a
plan for further study. We’ll be updating DCA with info as
and when we have news, but in the meantime if you’d like to
contact the project, please email Dr Hannah O’Regan:
hannah.oregan@nottingham.ac.uk @palaeohan

Rope in Giants
It has been reported that there is a rope attached to the first
bolt at the pull through which leads back into crab walk. It has
been there for some time now. Sometimes it's attached to the
pull through ring, sometimes it's attached to the first bolt and
other times it's just left laying on the ledge at the top. Does
anyone know whose rope it is and does it need removing or is
it being used by someone on a project?

In-situ Deviation ropes

Dave Nixon on Audio Archive

Note that some deviations may have a rope on them but you
are advised not to rely on this as the rope may have been
removed because of damage. Such ropes are not checked or
tested by DCA so, if you know you are going to have to use a
deviation, it may be worth taking some spare rope for the
purpose, ‘just in case’.

With grateful thanks to Tommy Moore, there are now three
newly published interviews with Dave Nixon on the Audio
Archive part of the British Caving Library website.
Dave 'Moose' Nixon has been at the centre of many of the
significant finds in the Peak Cavern system since the mid1980s, with his explorations including the White River Series,
the extensions to James Hall Over Engine Mine, and Titan.
We have him and his colleagues to thank for facilitating some
of the finest caving trips in the country.

Rowter Rigged
Mark Richardson reports:
Over the course of three very long and fairly punishing trips,
Rowter Hole extensions have now been fully resin bolted.

1.
2.
3.

In total, 68 anchors were placed and all pre-existing rigging
removed. The cave is now 'ready for use'. We will publish a
rigging topo in due course but need to arrange a trip for
accurate rope length measurements (if anyone is keen to help
out with this/do it then please let me know).

Caving Publications looking for a good
home

Main shaft - 70m
Gin shaft - 15m
Badger rift - 10m
Two Left Wellies - 50m
Milky Relief - 35m
Bottom of Orechasm - 50m
All hand lines in the Icecream trail are left in situ.

•

All up pitches into the top of the Orechasm and
Hourglass Aven, up the slopes to Breathless and Sunrise
are newly rigged on fresh ropes (160+m of rope!).

Getting Started
Explorations in the Peak Cavern System
Titan: The Surface Connection

To find the recordings, go to www.caving-library.org.uk
and then click on Audio Archive.

In the meantime, my best guess for a trip to the end will
require ropes of:

•

All deviations are left in situ.
The catch nets in Hourglass Aven have also been
emptied but there is still loose rock around so be
careful.
To get to the bottom of the Orechasm you will need
around 30-35 connectors.

Tony Gibbs is ‘downsizing’ and has collections of caving
periodicals to give away free to a good home. He has runs of
Descent, DCA Newsletter ‘The Derbyshire Caver’, Caves &
Caving and Speleology. If you are interested, please contact
Tony direct on algibbs@blueyonder.co.uk.
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OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2017

The OCC Committee

Representatives & Keyholders

Chairman: Boyd Potts
chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Reps to DCA Meetings:
Boyd Potts
Paul Lydon
Karen Slatcher

Secretary: Chris Jackson
secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings:
Jenny Potts

Treasurer: Tricia Webber
treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
Librarian: Simon Brooks
librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings:
Jenny Potts

Hostel Warden: Pete Wagstaff
lynnandpete@cavexmine.co.uk

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings:
Paul Lydon

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher
rooneytoons@ntlworld.com

Tackle Store Keys held by:
Boyd Potts, Ken Morton,
Simon Brooks, Pete Wagstaff
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher
& Chris Jackson

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips
caving@rollsroyce16.plus.com
Committee Members:

Library Cupboard Keys held by:
Boyd & Jenny Potts, Simon Brooks
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher
Charlotte Heaton

Doug Hobbs:
doughobbs@gmail.com
Paul Lydon:
paul@potholer.org

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by:
Boyd Potts, Ken Morton
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon
Keith Slatcher

Cottage Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts
bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL BE VOL 52, NO 4-6, JANUARY-MARCH 2017
This is the first of the regular newsletters, now that all is up to date. Please bear in mind that without your write-ups and
articles, there will be very little to send out (apart from my own write-ups), so I will be nagging for write-ups if you’ve
promised to do them!
Black and white surveys and maps are welcome, as are black and white drawings. We are usually limited to 4 pages of
colour photos or maps per issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well.
If you can email your article that would be really helpful, but I’ll accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat!
Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to:

Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire DE4 2DH

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
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CHRISTMAS DINNER – SATURDAY, 3 DECEMBER 2016
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PDMHS TRIP TO MILLDAM MINE – 26 NOVEMBER 2016

Charge

Compressor for pushing charges in

Transporter

Drilling Rig
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